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The Main Thing

DISCLAIMER:  You and I are not only gifted to serve... But we are expected to serve!

Take some time reading through the verses below...
Our Scripture Focus

Ephesians 2:1-10 (what stands out to you?) Notice verse 10...

For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God 
prepared beforehand, that we should walk in them.

Questions & Facts For Discussion:

a·bide:  The secret to ABIDING is having a balance between all of the Disciplines...
LOVE. BIBLE STUDY. PRAYER. FASTING. WORSHIP. JOURNALING. REST. and SERVING

Which of these disciplines come the most natural (easiest) and which ones are the hardest?

Are you motivated to SERVE? 
Talk about how any of the following challenge you to SERVE:
motivated by OBEDIENCE... GRATITUDE/GLADNESS... FORGIVENESS... HUMILITY & LOVE

Practical Application:
Let’s get real practical & talk about SERVING in the following 3 areas...

- How will THIS Journey Group specifically SERVE

Our Faith Community (church) - Besides the way that we SERVE on Sunday mornings 
every 6-8 weeks, what are some tangible ways we can SERVE someone within our specific 
JG. Our a someone within our church community?  Be vulnerable to share your needs.

Our City (Buffalo) - What is a ministry we can connect with and SERVE as a Journey Group.  
Look for an opportunity, set a date, get supplies (if needed) and go serve someone across 
the street, or across town.  If you need a list of places to SERVE that we already partner with 
contact us at serve@theWELLbuffalo.com.

Our LOVED-OUT Partners - What is something that your JG can do to reach out to one of 
our Loved-Out partners and encourage them.  Maybe there is something we can do right 
here in Buffalo that would go a long way to helping a ministry nationally or internationally that 
we support.

Lastly - Take a few minutes and SERVE your host home and let them sit back as the rest of the 
JG takes care of cleaning up and organizing so they don’t have to tonight!

Talking With God This Week:
God, lead us to the people and places that you want us to SERVE.  
Thank you for calling us out of a life that was self-centered, and now 
can live for You 
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